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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Bridge Zambia P 「oject (the Project) has been implemented jointly between 

the Korean National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU) and its partners in Zambia 

since October 2010. In March 2019, KNCU's involvement in the Project will 

come to an end and Zambia will take over full responsibility for the Project as 

1t goes forward. The Pro」ect has supported grassroots activities through the 

establishment of a Community Learning Centre (CLC), which acts as a hub of 

community-led development activities in non-formal education. The Project has 

mobilized and empowered communities and local leadership to take charge of 

non-formal education programmes with the aim of assisting Zambia to attain 

UNESCO's Education for All goals and UN Sustainable Development 

Goal 4 (SDG 4), concerning education quality 

From 2010 to 2013, the Bridge Zambia Project operated through NGOs and saw 

the placement of young Korean volunteers who worked with the communities 

involved in the P 「oject.

The Korean National Commission for UNESCO (KNCU) signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) with the Zambia National Commission for UNESCO (ZNCU) 

on 25th March, 2014. Following this, in 2015, a community learning centre(CLC) 

was established in Nega-nega, Zambia, expanding Pro」ect's ability to work with 

beneficiary communities. 

Education programmes offered in this CLC include not only adult literacy classes 

but also vocational skills training. This gives beneficiaries of the CLC's education 

programmes further opportunities to enhance their livelihoods. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

The strategic focus of the education policy of the Government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) 

combines the policy aspirations outlined in the Education Policy of 1996: Educating Our Future; 

in the Science, Technology and Innovation Policy; and in Vision 2030. An integral part of the 

GRZ's strategic approach is ensuring the relevance of education at all levels of learning so as to 

equip learners with skills appropriate to the 21 st Century and contribute to national development. 

All three of these policy documents. and the relevant legislation that underpins them. are currently 

being updated to reflect broader developments in the education sector, but all three still constitute 

foundational policy instruments upon which the country's education plans have been formulated. 

From independence in 1964 to the 1990s, education in Zambia was provided through fou 「 years 

of early childhood education (ECE), seven yea 「s of primary schooling and five years of secondary 

schooling. The Educating our Future policy of 1996 ushered in a switch to a 4-9-3 structure, 

comprising four years of ECE, nine years of basic education, and three years of high school 

education. 

While the country's policy stance in Educating Our Future reflected a global trend towards provision 

of basic education, the government confronted substantial challenges in making the shift to the new 

educational structure that the policy required. With the change of Government in 2011, there was 

a shift in institutional structure of the education system back to a 4-7-5 (ECE-P 「imary-Seconda 「y)

structure. 「everting to a version of the structure that had been in place since independence. Tertiary 

education has, since independence, required a minimum four years for university degree-level 

education, with shorter cou 「ses being from two to th 「ee years. 

In 2013, the Ministry of Education, Science, Vocational Training and Early Education (MESVTEE) 

reviewed the education curriculum in order to redefine the teaching content so that relevant 

knowledge, skills and values were incorporated into the curriculum. The Ministry also introduced a 

two-tier curriculum for Grades 8 to 12. The two-tier curriculum ensures that learners can opt to 

pursue either an academic or vocational career pathway at secondary school level 

Decentralisation has been a commitment of the GRZ for many years, with the 7th National 

Development Plan prioritising acceleration of this process. which has substantial implications for the 

education sector: The implementation of the National Decentralisation Plan provides for the following 

in the education sector: 
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• Devolving ECE, primary education, and youth and adult literacy 

education (YALE) to local authorities, while retaining central responsibility 

for secondary and higher education, formulation of national policy and 

legislation, and oversight and coordination of the operations of statutory 

bodies and institutions, including education boards and university 

management structures; and 

• Devolving key functions and powers to points of delivery, including fiscal 

decentralisation, while providing central guidance on such issues as 

teacher recruitment. 

Decentralisation is therefore a core driver of the emerging system development requirements 

for the education sector. 

Another important feature is that in 2011. the Government reviewed its structure and portfolios and 

this resulted in the merging of the Ministry of Education (MoE) with the Ministry of Science, Technology 

and Vocational Training (MoSTV) to form the MESVTEE. This was undertaken in order to constitute one 

single, unified institution to efficiently and effectively handle all issues relating to education and training 

1n Zambia. However. due to non-acceptance of the new reforms by key stakeholders and the overload 

of work in one ministry, in 2016 the Government again split MESVTEE into two: the current Ministry of 

General Education (MoGE) and the Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE). 

MoGE is responsible fo 「 all issues 「elated to ECE, prima 「y education, secondary education, and 

YALE, while MoHE is responsible for higher education, TEVET (technical education, vocational and 

entrepreneurship training) and STI (science, technology and innovation). The function of teacher 

education (both pre-service and in-service) is still the prima 「y responsibility of MoGE, although 

institutions within the structure of MoHE of course remain important providers of teacher training 

1. Country Overview 

The Republic of Zambia is a democratic count 「y located in Southern Africa with its capital city 

being Lusaka. The country is divided into ten provinces, with over 100 districts. The official national 

language is English, while seven local languages have an official status as regional languages: Bemba, 

Nyanja, Lozi, Tonga, Kaonde, Luvale and Lunda. In practice, though, as many as 72 different languages 

are spoken. The first four regional languages are spoken most commonly, while the last three are 

spoken mainly in North-Western province. 
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At independence in 1964. the population was about 3.5 million but the current population is about 

16.4 million 1i with population growth pro」 ections being high, at around 2.8% per annum. Census data 

estimates the child population (18 and younger) at 52.5% of the overall country population. 

Life expectancy is 58.2 years for men and 62.0 years for women. 

The population growth rate has a strong effect on the demand for services, particularly education, 

and the fertility rate is a major factor affecting population growth. The total fertility rate in Zambia 

was 5.0 in 2015 2l. Zambia still ranks among the top 12 countries in the world with respect to fertility 

rates, but the impact of education on fertility rates in Zambia appears strong : according to the 2010 

census, the rates were 6.8% for women (aged 15-49) with no education, 7.1 % for those with primary 

education, 4.6% for those with secondary education and 2.8% for those with tertiary education. 

Another factor of particular relevance to the provision of services is the density of population. 

Zambia is a very sparsely populated country at 21.5 people per square kilometre, ranking 201 out 

of 241 countries surveyed for population density 3l. About 40% of the population is in the country's 

urban areas. 

Zambia's economy is performing relatively well in the overall Sub-Saharan African (SSA) context. 

However, the country's high population g 「owth 「ate is affecting GDP per capita. where the growth 

rates are well below those of overall GDP The current GDP for Zambia 4l is slightly above USO 

28 billion and GDP per capita is slightly above USO 1,860. From 2011 to 2013, Zambia continued to 

achieve real annual GDP growth rates of about 6.3%. This was followed by a decline 

in the next three years. 

Zambia's' economic performance has largely been driven by growth in construction. transport, 

communications, the public sector, trading and mining. Mining is the largest economic sector and 

remains the d 「iver of investment in othe 「 sectors. especially construction. transport and energy_ 

Copper is the country's mainstay_ contributing about 70% to export earnings. Other significant 

sectors include agriculture and tourism. Over the last few years the economy has become more 

diversified and non-traditional exports have grown substantially_ 

Over the last decade, Zambia sustained a favourable rate of economic growth, which averaged 

7.4% between 2005 and 2014. Economic performance in the medium term is expected to remain 

1 ) According to the population p 「0」 ections from the 2010 census conducted by the Central Statistics Office (CSO) for 2017 

2) World Bank data 

3) Population Density, World Bank Group Data 

4) Zambian Economic Indicators (2017) 
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strong. Growth was around 4.3% in 2018 and is expected to be around 4.7% in 2019. With regards 

to public resources, over the past three years, Government revenues have averaged 18% of GDP, a 

little below the average for SSA sJ_ The 2014 Global Monitoring Report on Education recommends 

that governments should secure at least 20% from taxes in order to ensure sufficient support for 

education. 

The GRZ's spending on education has been increasing in absolute terms over the period from 2012. 

Education takes the largest single share of GRZ budget. Education's share of the total Government 

budget had been increasing until 2015 but has declined since. GRZ projections for 2018 - 2020 

indicate that the average share of education in the budget will be 17.2%. 

In terms of poverty, according to the 2015 Living Conditions Monitoring Survey, around 54.4% of 

the population in Zambia could be considered poor, subdivided into extremely poor (40.8%) and 

moderately poor (13.6%). The poverty rate has, however, declined from 69% in 1996 and 64% 1n 

2006. These improvements have been benefiting mainly urban areas 61, since only a quarter of urban 

dwellers are poor, while three quarters of rural Zambians live in poverty. In absolute numbers, this 

means that 8.5 million people are living in poverty, with 6.4 million of those living in extreme poverty 

with insufficient 「esources to meet their daily minimum food requirements. Poverty in rural areas has 

a strong impact on all aspects of education. including access. quality and attainment. 

In addition to the high levels of poverty, the distribution of wealth in Zambia is highly inequitable. 

According to the World Bank, Zambia has a Gini coefficient of 57.1, and is ranked fifth in the world in 

terms of income inequality 

With regards to health and nutrition, Malaria is the most commonly reported illness in both rural 

(43.7% of reported illnesses) and urban (34.9% of reported illnesses) settings. In addition, the HIV/ 

AIDS epidemic in Zambia is a generalised and mature epidemic within the population (Ministry of 

Health. 2010). Across the country, HIV/AIDS prevalence is higher for females than males. with urban 

areas reporting higher rates for both sexes. This epidemic threatens to undermine the delivery and 

quality of education services in the country given its impact on teachers and children who become 

orphans. 

Levels of malnutrition among young children in Zambia are high. 40% of children under age 5 are 

stunted, 6% are wasted 7l and 15% are underweight according to the most recent Demographic and 

5) IMF 2016 

6) Rasmussen et al .. 2014 

7) Children a 「e considered stunted when the| 「 height fo 「 age score is 2 standard deviations below the WHO norm while 

they are considered wasted when the measurement of weight for height is 2 SD below the norm 
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Health Survey_ There is improvement: stunting has declined from 46% in 1992 to 40% 1n 

2013-14, though this is s대 much too high. The survey also found that stunting ranges from a low 

of 18% when mothers have at least a secondary education to a high of 45% when mothers have 

no education. There is now considerable international evidence that "large developmental deficits 

can a 「ise if children do not have adequate access to nutrition. health care. cognitive stimulation and 

socio-emotional support during their earliest years" (Bruns and Luque, undated). 

The devastating impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Zambia does. however. appear to be declining. 

According to the 2013/14 Demographic and Health Survey, HIV/AIDS prevalence declined from 15.6% 

between 2001 and 2010 to 13.3% in 2013/14. In addition to this decline, the Zambian response to 

HIV/AIDS has been aggressive and persistent and knowledge of HIV/AIDS in Zambia is universal: 

almost all women aged 15-49 and men aged 15-59 have heard of HIV/AIDS and 42% of women and 

49% of men have comprehensive knowledge 

Zambia is a member of a number of international o 「ganisations, including the United Nations (UN), 

the African Union, the South African Development Community, the Common Market for Eastern and 

Southern Africa, and the Commonwealth of Nations. 

The UN's Human Development Indicators show that mean years of schooling and the human 

development index values for Zambia have steadily improved since 1980. and that after an initial 

decline, life expectancy at birth was about 20% higher in 2014 than in 1980. 

Summary of Socio-economic indicato『S

Total population (in thousands) 

Annual population growth (%) 

Population 15-24 years (in thousands) 

Population aged 14 years and younger (in thousands) 

Rural population (% of total population) 

Total fertility rate (births per woman) 

Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 live births) 

Life expectancy at birth (years) 

Prevalence of HIV (% of population aged 15-49 years) 

Poverty headcount ratio at 3.10 PPP$ a day (% of population) 

GDP per capita - PPP$ 

Annual GDP growth (%) 

Total debt service (% of GNI) 

GDP in billions - PPP$ 

PPP$= purchasing power parity $ 
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16,591 

3 

3,425 

7,481 

58 

5 

44 

62 

12.40 

78.90 

3,853 

4.10 

3.10 

69 

2. Current Situation regarding Education in Zambia 

Until 2011, Zambia's formal education system had a 9-3-4 structure, comprising nine years of basic 

education, three years of high school education, and four years or more of university education. 

In addition to universities, other tertia 「y education institutions have been offering programmes of 

between two to three years. Transition from lower to higher education levels was determined by 

national competitive examinations at the end of Grades 7, 9 and 12. The historical arrangement of 

primary and secondary education, which were offered in sepa 「ate institutions, changed with the 

development of the basic education concept in Educating Our Future. However, the new structure 

was not fully adhered to and there were still a small number of schools that offered mixed levels such 

as Grades 1-12; Grades 1-9; Grades 10-12; and Grades 8 to 12. 

In 2011. Zambia adopted the 3-7-5-4 structure. comprising three years of ECE. seven years of 

primary education, five years of secondary education and four years or more of university education. 

This shift did not reflect international trends but was consciously made in 「esponse to the need to 

have adequately trained teachers at the secondary level. Currently, due to insufficient numbers of 

qualified teachers at Grades 8 and 9, in some schools learne 「s are taught by p 「imary school teachers 

who may not have sufficient subject knowledge, qualifications or experience to teach at secondary 

level. In addition, at ECE level a critical sho 「tage of qualified teachers has left the sub-sector being 

handled by untrained caregivers 

Alongside the above structure, the MoGE provides education under the Youth and Adult Literacy 

Education (YALE) system to youths, young adults and adults who have never been to school or 

dropped out of school and have since lapsed into illiteracy YALE provides for both basic literacy skills 

(reading and writing) and functional skills. The sub-sector, however, does not have its own permanent 

structures within the MoGE. Currently YALE is offered at adult literacy centres in schools and at 

Ministry of Community Development and Social Services centres. 

In 2014 the Government introduced a two-tier system at secondary education level. This provides 

for learners at Grade 8 to opt for an academic or vocational skills pathway. Another major change 1n 

the curriculum has been the policy to provide instruction in the language of play from ECE through 

to Grade 4 in primary school, and in English from Grade 5 onwards. 

i • Youth and Adult Literacy_ Education 

The Government recognises the importance of youth and adult literacy education and is committed 

to reducing illite 「acy, especially for women. Youth and adult literacy education in Zambia aims to 

empower the country's citizens to participate effectively in national development through the 
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pr0VISIOI1 oi readi,19, wr·iLing, a11d funct,onal skil1s -1 h,s sub-se냐)| (;acers 「Or- d0Uits/Y(JUtil5lha·l 

rave never been to school and 힌so includes those 건 rapping out. Currently, youth a 디건 adult literacy 

걸ucation is offered at adult lit2ra:y cent「3.:; countrywide. Mcst participants in adult lituacy ccntres 

a(e women. 

Over the years. liter-a입 among the youth has inereased. especially 記 the urban areas. ~Jonetheless. 

illiteracy remains high in rural areas and among women. In 2016. the literacy levels for the 1'.:i--49 

ye거 r age group were estimated 거t 67% tor womPn and 8 ~% for men HowevPr, youth anrl 겨dult 

lite 「acy progr다nmes cover o기|y a sm에 proportion of the i!liter2tc population due to such factors 

as iirnited f니 mJing: lack uf coordincltion and linkages arnor1g relevant stakeholders; unrepresentaLive 

statistics; 1n 거dequate infrastructure; lack of trained instructors: very n 처 rrow curriculum cover唄ge:

non a조'k宅|ity of tc2chi마g Jnd lc2rning mcJteri2ls cspcci2lly for lear지 ?rs with spec'진 군uzt'O디 기?c건5 

no b니 i sai y schLn& to s니마1ort orphans and vulnerable childr·rn. 迅GC「 n::mune1 aLion for Lhe fcv,v' 

instrnctors: lack of strategies on monitorinCJ and evaluation: and inadequate youth and ad니 It liter-acv 

structurE's ir the 터uc3tior system. 

There a1·e va 「|OUS 'y.A.LE providers who otfer the programme eit!ler as basic or functional literacy 

卜loweve1~ there has been 110 policy to guide this provision. no national curi'iculun-i ; and a iack of 

aprropriatP m견teri平 tor use in teac:hing an디 le견 rning Another cha!IPngP. is th社 most illiter건te pP.ople 

핥e vulnerable and poor, he더ce unable to afford t너 e tuition fees c 너2rged by provide전. Burs2ries 

and schoiarship.:, cJre not extended Lo yo니Lh and adult lite 「clLy prugrommes ri0i' dues t;le 「ree basic 

education policy cater for youth and 처duit learner드. 

The aJse그sni€nL 』「 |cam€r3 drid €,/Jlu2Jtior1 o「 yo마h 라nd auult lite 「JC.y p 「U9rdmrncs ha,/L i1(;t becri 

consistent over the years f-ailure i~() (:arry ou L assessment and per iodic evaluati(）『1 of pr(）이Jrarrnnes 

ras res!」 |ted in lack of accountahility concerni미3 辰 co디trib!」tion of literacy education to indiv강」 ?I, 

comm니 nity and national developrnent. 

y()11th a 디서 기건 ult Ii 十er2cy e다 l !C:I비on is 디ot linke집 to ()ther levels of !e;:irning There are no measures 

to sustain acqui 「ed literacy sl<ills and competences: this leads to 떠apse into illite:갈acy, due to lack 

of readinq mater·ials. 1n additio 「 1 to the fv1oGE, youth and adult literacy pr ogrammes are offet"ed by 

various other provi다 PrS, inc!uding the C-iovernm 이nt mi에stri롯 responsihle for comm! 」 nity development 

and yout너 and civil society o「ganisatio「 s. However, coo,겁.nation and linkages arno 기g the relevant 

sti:Jkeholder·s i:Jre lacking. 

Fina 지cing of Yt\LE has been a 戶2jor ch2ll2nge, le2단 n;i to Ii 門 |ted grnwth a記 효vclop門€nt 3f |:tcr3Cy 

as a s!」 b-soctor of 연ducation. Over the y笠 rs, less tha 디 ?디0 perce삽 삽 t너e annu기 alloc거tion to 

겁니catio 「 1 has been allocatE::d to Y,\LE. Given the imp(;rtancE:: of youth and 니cJult liter-acy educati(;n 

for individual and national development. the sub-sector requires enhanced financing for- the benefit of 

the 법rge n!JmbPrs 야 be디eficiary yo!」 th an섭 !||!ter러te sections 여 ?amb더미 society esp안ially women. 
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「he Mo여: assumed the portfolio ()f o「fenng literacy education ir1 2004. Sirice then, it has conducted 

\／？ r!O!」 s activities, such as convening a nu!'llb 안 r of stakeholder meetings, e ．으 tarlisring the adult 

literac> technical committees, and training of MoG[ staff in adult literac> 「nethodologies, as well as 

developinq teaching and learning materials. It is also developing the I\Jational Policy for Adult Literacy 

~rluc겨tion Me근디while. the Currie」 1111m Development Centre ((『C) staff is rlev아|0ring thr: core 

cur「|culurn fo 「 adult literacy 컵ucaticn with accompanying teach記g and !earning materials. 

IVlost illiterate people are vulnerable anrl poor, h1::nce. they often f건 ii to 떠y the little tuition fees 

dcm,md.cd by providing institutions. In 컵dition, materials J 「e not di다키butcd to 리'J|t lea「디 3rs a3 'S 

Jurie to ;eai nei S aL 9i imdry ai 1d '.:,ecmidar y schuollevels. t=urLhern1ure, the impact o 「 1-liV anJ AIDS 

h견s affected more people who are poorer and illiterate 

;\rising frnm the highlightE.d chulle:nges and the: go\,emniE.m'J 닙ulicy uspi 「utions, the 烏|：owing have 

rJeen the main objectives of YALE: 

(a) To increase access to youth and adult literacy education: 

(b) To improve the quality of literacy education; 

(c) To promote efficiency a이d effectiveness of literacy programmes: and 

(d) To promote equity in youth 기nd adult literacy progr라mmes. 

「o promote equity in the prov1s1on of YALE. MoGE: has focused on establishing a건 ult literacy classes 

,n t!1C O>\isting Go\,＇e 「nrnent schools in rural, remote c::nd urban areas. There is prnvision of both 

basic and functional literacy though the two一 tier educatior, system, with pmvision of skills trai1·1ing 

courses 1n topics such as tailorinr:i and b 「!cklr1ying to enco!」 rage both men and women to enrol 

for literacy classes. Furthermo 「e, 겁ult lite 「acy classes a 「e established in correction리 fcc:|itICS 

fo「 i 「,mates to cater further for marqinalised groups in society. The1·e a 「e ed 니 catio11 cer,tres in 34 

correctional t건 cilitiec; which h 견VP 1973 IParners ;,cross the country who le거 rn throllgh f저re-to-tare 

teaching modes. 

「he Mo(기 E: coordinates and promotes the provision of education to out-of-school youths 건 nd adults 

through fJce-to-face education ddivrry in o군단 to inc「22se equitable access to 껍니cation cJnd 

..:,kI| ;5 tIann9 iri 5c\)u|'.., rOi Curitm 니 iil8 〔댜』cution. IL Jbo p 「uvic.Jes f|홀|blc 1..:c.JucJtion o마JOrlun1tie:, 

lCJ PVery |earner through el'fect,ve ,mplemenl:ation of open learning classes, even,ng ciasses, Gener서 

Cer-tific.試e of Educatio1·1 (GCc) classes/exarninati0i1s, education for (_orTectional facilities inmates, 

transit classes and skills train!司 programmes in the aforementioned Schools for Continuing 

記ucation.
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MoGE offers skills training to out-of-school youths and adults through the Schools for Continuing 

Education programme in all provinces except Lusaka and Muchinga. Schools for Continuing Education 

offer academic and vocational courses in line with the two-tier education system of providing 

academic education and skills training, which equip citizens with knowledge and skills required for 

improved productivity The 13 Schools for Continuing Education have 8,431 learners with 7,629 

enrolled in academic programmes and 802 enrolled in skills training programmes such as carpentry, 

metal fabrication, food production, b 「icklaying and plastering. 

ii • Technical Education~『ep『eneU『ship Training 

Technical education, vocational and entrepreneurship training (TEVET) is a term referring to 

"those aspects of the education process involving, in addition to general education, the study of 

technologies and related sciences, and acquisition of practical skills, attitudes, understanding and 

knowledge relative to various sectors of economic and social life.· 8l Globally, strides have been made 

to ensure that TEVET takes centre stage as a tool for socio-economic development. 

As a result, access to TEVET has become paramount with emphasis on making it inclusive. TEVET 

should be seen to p 「ovide access to a wide and empowe 「ing range of knowledge, skills and values to 

its learners. To enable this. the teaching and learning methods should recognise and accommodate 

the different starting points, learning 「ates and previous experiences of the learners. 

In the Zambian context, TEVET is conducted formally and non-formally, and plays a critical role 1n 

socio-economic development. It provides opportunities for economic and income growth, 

pove「ty reduction, employment, greater productivity and human development. The sub-sector 

also p 「ovides a t 「ansition for learners from the school system to the world of work. It comprises all 

service providers under ownership groupings consisting of public, private, community, trusts and 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs). This also includes Schools for Continuing Education 

providing skills training under the Ministry of General Education. 

Skills development is within the remit of the Ministry of Higher Education and is implemented 

8) Technical and Vocational Education and T「aining fo 「 the Twenty F| 「st Centu 「y: UNESCO and ILO Recommendations 

(2002). the United Nations. Education and Scientific Organization and the International Labour Organization 
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through its TEVET programmes. The TEVET system is arranged at three levels: (i) policy level 

(MoHE and TEVET line ministries such as MoGE. the Ministry of Youth and Sports. and Ministry 

of Labour and Social Security): (ii) regulatory level. i.e. TEVETA and (iii) training provision level. i.e. 

registered TEVET institutions. 

The Government has recently implemented a two-tier education system which introduces vocational 

training at an early stage. Under this system, learners are given an opportunity to unde 「take

technical education training f「om Grade 8 with emphasis on life skills subjects. This will 「equire

reviewing the curriculum for both primary and secondary schools as it is acknowledged that the 

fundamental skills of 「eading and mathematics are the building blocks fo 「 all further education levels. 

In addition, as those students proceed through the academic stream into tertiary education, they 

will also require different skills to prepare themselves for self-employment and the changing labou 「

market demands. Learners whose strength is in non-practical subjects are encouraged to continue 

with the academic path. This is being done in line with the Constraints Analysis of the TEVET and 

education system in Zambia conducted by the Millennium Challenge Corpo「ation, which suggested 

three problems: 

i. Employability of the labour force is limited by skills at many levels due to 

the challenges faced by the whole education system; 

ii. Labour productivity, and hence competitiveness and the cost of doing 

business, depends in part on labour skills; and 

iii. Self-employment (mainly in the informal sector) depends on skilllevels 

and is crucial for poverty reduction. 

The aspect of access remains cardinal in the TEVET sector: Currently, access to TEVET is very 

low with capacity and vulnerability acting as ma」or barriers. About a total of 300,000 youths leave 

the school system every year at Grades 9 and 12. The TEVET system can only enrol or absorb 

about 14,000 students annually, (i.e., about a 4.6% rate of absorption). With a total youth population 

estimated at 2,910,297 for the year 2010, total annual enrolment for TEVET and universities was 

below 50,000,giving a tertiary education Youth Gross Enrolment Ratio of about 2%. This is far below 

the 2007 respective average figures of 6% for Sub-Saharan Africa and the 26% world average as 

reported by UNESCO 91_ Zambia's ratio was in the bottom cluster of Sub-Saharan countries. 

9) UNESCO Institute fo「 Statistics, Trends in Tertia 「y Education: Sub-Saharan Africa -Fact Sheet July 2009 No. 01 
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The challenge for TEVET is how best to provide opportunities and diversity of training pathways in 

order to accommodate the increasing number of school-leavers, as well as existing out-of-school 

youth. 

Another important aspect of TEVET relates to demand responsiveness. The 2004-2006 T「acer Study 

conducted by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Vocational Training 70l found that 55% of 

TEVET graduates find employment within six months of graduation, while 34.8% of the graduates 

find employment between six to twelve months after graduation. suggesting that TEVET institutions 

are increasingly offering programmes that are responsive to the market demand. In 「esponse to 

labour market demand, elaborate systems for curricula review involving relevant sectors of indust「y

and other stakeholders have been implemented. 

The TEVET sub-sector still has some challenges to progression in certain fields in which there are 

no institutions that offer higher-level qualifications. The absence of institutions offering higher level 

qualifications hinders interested candidates from upgrading their skills. To address this challenge, the 

MoHE has embarked on a programme to merge three institutions based in Luanshya district into a 

polytechnic that would offer higher level qualifications 

As in other sectors, equity conside「ations are important in TEVET. The number of socially 

disadvantaged learners almost doubled in the five years to 2008, from 8.5% in 2003 to an estimated 

18% in 2008. An inc 「ease by 25% of female graduates from TEVET programmes across the board 

was achieved from 2002 to 2008. As at 2010, however, enrolment by programme and by gender 

indicated that, in 2009, as many as 19,850 males were enrolled in various programmes, against 13,549 

females, revealing 「emaining equity challenges. Lower-level enrolment amongst female students 1s 

particularly prevalent in engineering and technical programmes. 

The MoHE also aims to promote the participation of vulne 「able persons in TEVET. The secto「

S대 faces challenges in the area of unfriendly physical infrastructure for persons with disabilities: 

inadequate numbers of trained lecturers in special skills for training persons with disabilities: and 

inadequate financial support for gifted learners who may not be able to pay fees. 

Curriculum and human resource development constitute a particularly important pillar in TEVET. In 

recognition of this fact, the Technical Education. Vocational and Entrepreneurship Training Authority 

(TEVETA) is mandated by law to review and develop national curricula for TEVET. TEVETA has been 

doing this in collaboration with industry: however, financial constraints have slowed down this 

10) Ministry of Science, Technology and Vocational Training, A Tracer Study of the Graduates for the Years 2004,2005 and 

2006. Lusaka. p.33 
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process. In addition. the effective implementation of the current curriculum has been constrained 

by lack of investments in technology, equipment and training materials. Furthermore, the issue of 

sustainable development has not been addressed in the process, as environmental issues have 

not been taken into consideration during the development of local and national curricula. There is 

also a system-wide lack of appreciation of the relationship between skills t 「aining and sustainable 

development 

Nega-nega CLC Entrepreneurship workshop (2017) 

There is, therefore, a need to mainstream Education for Sustainable Development in the TEVET 

system to ensure that the issues of the environment, social protection and economic development 

are addressed. The sector has also been negatively affected by the high staff turnover mainly on 

account of the failure of the system to supply and retain qualified and experienced staff because of 

uncompetitive conditions of service and, in some cases, due to inadequate opportunities for staff 

development. 

With the new two-tier curriculum at secondary level, there is renewed optimism that TEVET will 

be responsive to labour markets and produce g 「aduates that have the requisite skills to ensure 

economic growth and prosperity 
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l he Governrnent ool1cy 011 「 !::VE:T. passed in 1996. aimed to ueaLe c.ondilions for the development 

cf 견 n entreprene1」 rial culture and relate건 skills 1n response to the co!」ntry's developme미덧 

challenges. The: Tl::V[丁 sub secto,; thus, aims to e기|·:ancc the ability of the labour fo 「cc to star·t 라1d 

「un viable qrowth-oriented business ente「pi'ises as a delibe1·ate cai'eei- alte1T1ative. Skills development 

rer떠lnf tn으 (3()\1ernment'c; ririority rolir:y for TFVE-T in the lioht of the c! 」 rrPnt c平|lenges wit 먀 in the 

labou1- market in Zambia, which inc| 니de a growing labour force that is net matched by the formal 

economy"s absorµtive capacity. 

The p에cy foe'Js h2s been on the followi 디 g: 

(a>Improving and expanding facili은ies for teaching science and 

technical subj락.ts; 

(b) Creating schools, colleges and universities dedicated exclusively 

to science and technical subjects; 

(c) Enhancing capacity by expanding training programmes for scientists; 

(d) Promoting collaboration between industry and TEVET institutions; 

(인 Strengthening the assessment and certification systems in TEVET; and 

(f) Improving le처rning outcomes in TEVET institutions. 

7 he strengthening of the assessment 러nd certitic거tion systems in 1 EVtT is considered key 

P..s access 기creases t卜 rough the irn잡erne디tation of diff2rrnt modes of train:기g do|'VCry, mc7c 

cai 1diGaces de[naI Id dSsesSIl7erit sei vice5 LhaL Ineet the Lun ei7L orid fut니& demamJs of 갑 ie |dbo니 i 

market. 7 he Government h 디 s also focused on the provision of alternative tra1n1ng oooortun1t1es 1n 

both th? fo 「T3| a겁 玉rmJI sect?「S.

There was a maior policy reform in TEVET in 1996 resultino in the establishment of TEVE.TA in 1998 

The role of TEV드TA is 十o regulate, c?어「di더기巨 a 디겁 rnoni十or skills training in consultation with in건 ustry, 

employers, wo「ke「s and othe 「 stakeholders. This is done to ensu1·e that TEVET in.::;titJtions adhue 

to p 「esc:ribed quality assurancP. systems As part of tile reform prncess the TEVFT system was 

opened up to private tr;:iining rroviciers, res! 」 |ting i 미 a greater !l!Jmher ot !디야!ttitions providing skills 

development (_ountrywide. 

The Zarnbic1ri T[VET system suffer::, 「 rurn a vc1r iety uf financial ::,hortcurnin니 s thc1t prevent the 

prov1s1on of e(7L!!t거 ble 거 nd accessible quality tr건 ining L.arger TE\／戶 inst1tut1ons h처ve less d1ff1culty 

in fina 디cing th야 ?rierutioml costs fr?rr stud연마 tuitior Jnd other fees beca니 se of t 밖 cir economics 

of scale, but for srna:!u T巳V[T instit 니tiuns, GRZ s니回XOi-t rei nJi 기s critic』. 卜 :oweve,~ all i11stit 니tions 
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experience di 「ficulties finding resources to invest suffic1ent1y in equipmenL and rnaintenance 

Like natio 기al uni,V€;-sit;cs, TEV言 :nstitutions have financial autonomy an디 3 「e run 切 management 

boards. The public TEVET institutions ai-e allocated grants that are based on histoi-ical trends. but 

lar2k r|ear 거 |!oc?tion criteri?. Tf:VFT instit1 itions ilre fin디 nc令 !n four main ways: (i) tuition feec; p기서 

by st 」dents: (ii>:11onth!y g:-ants that are p「ovided direct!y by the tv1inistry of 「inance, with the 

level determi 「,ed by the MoHE: (iii) incorne--gene 「atin나 activitie하 and (iv) Intermittent financing by 

cooperating rartners 

in onJe 「 tU imp 「ove the financial Vicibility uf the TE'v'ET systern in Zambia. the Miriistr y of Finance 

intro더uced a Skills Development t-=und (SDF) to address the ch견 ||enges of inadequate skills among 

댜ft in건:v번 ,J,zils, artiszirs, technicia디 s c1nd te아_n이ogists. The SO亡 tS?mb|?S c d€d:mted stcr」〈 3r 

「|ow of financing OJLside normal GRZ budgetary channels to 「osLu the devcloprnenL of p 「oducLi'vse

skills for work and is tunded by a direct levy: 「he SDF is rne거 nt to invest in workshops laborator·ies 

equipm답 and other requisites to 「 riuality skills training. GRZ has developed 十 h연 Skills Development 

Fund Implementation F:-amework and the Skills Deve나「i7crit Im鬪lernentation Pian, co 「1taining the 

SDF implementation st 「ategy a11d its oper-atio11al manual. to guide tile implemeiltation of tne !evy 

and stipulate its monitoring framework. The ievy is expected to provide 「inancit1~ that wiil be used to 

enhance tht=> q1Jality an서 re!ev처nee of TFVET 惡 well as improve the gen다며 efticienr.y in 「EVFT

and will also provide a basis for Increased participation of the private sector in TEVET. 

.Access to l EVt:T 1s hampered by a variety of factors. tho!.Jgh four key issues stand out: 

Public perception of TEVET is prob!ematlc as TEVET ls considered to be 

second choice to university educ기tion. This is attributed to the fact that 

TEVET institutions fail to attract young people because most co니rses 

offered are considered to be of low societal status, even though there 

are shortages of s!』ch professio이als in Zambia; 

ii. The current availability of various bursary schemes cannot ensure that 

many low-income families can afford the tuition fees and other costs 

of learning. This inability is reinforced by the fact that TEVET providers 

(especially those offering higher levels of TEVET programmes) are 

concentrated in urban areas, which increases the costs for students 

from other par은s of the 따untry who require boarding facilities; 

iii. Access to TEVET is hampered by academic requireme『-its and 

qualifications offered. Potential students are not accepted because 

their (non-formal) quaiifications 거re not recognised vvhiie for others the 
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qualifications offered are too "low" and TEVET offers too few 

opportunities to advance to university classes; 

iv. TEVET institutions generally lack the physical infrastructure and skilled 

instructors to accommodate and train students with physical or mental 

disabilities. 

Access to TEVET services by the potential and eligible population is at less than 13%, whereas the 

average range for middle income economies is between 20% and 30%. To assist skills development, 

GRZ is committed to increasing the number of learners in TEVET Institutions from 36,124 to 

45,000, increasing the completion rate in TEVET programmes from 70% to 80%, upgrading lecturer 

qualifications, and constructing and rehabilitating TEVET infrastructure. 

Training institutions are g 「aded 1 to 3 in accordance with the minimum training standards stipulated 

by TEVETA. The ma」ority of the institutions are graded 3, which implies that these institutions have 

a number of challenges in managing training. Next to inequitable access, the quality of skills training 

provided is of concern in Zambia. This can be attributed to the large number of institutions that 

are graded 3 according to the Minimum Training Standards. Quality training implies that students 

are sufficiently equipped with skills that are now, and will in the (near) future be, in demand in the 

labour market. This requires the right curricula, skilled instructors and proper training equipment and 

materials for practice. 

Currently TEVET curricula are not aligned with technological changes and industry skill requirements. 

Further, the training institutions lack the required modern training equipment and materials to enable 

them offer quality training. This has led to the skills mismatch between skills offered by training 

institutions and those demanded by industry. At the same time, trainers themselves a 「e not familiar 

with the current industry skills needs. This can be attributed to the lack of opportunity for periodical 

training in industry to update thei 「 skills. 

In view of the above, GRZ has put in place various strategies to mitigate the above challenges. These 

include review of curriculum to meet current industry needs, retraining of lecturers to upgrade their 

qualifications, equipping institutions with modern training materials and equipment, and improving 

existing infrastructure. The WBL Framework will also work to reduce the gap between t 「aining and 

industry 
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Ill. OVERVIEW OF THE BRIDGE 

ZAMBIA PROJECT 

1. Introduction to the Bridge Zambia Project 

The Bridge Zambia Project has been a part of KNCU's wider Bridge Africa Programme, aimed at 

increasing access to education by marginalized communities in various parts of Sub-Saharan Africa 

The Project began in 2010 as a collaboration between KNCU and an NGO in Zambia called Peoples· 

Action Forum (PAF), focusing on adult literacy and skills development. In 2014. KNCU signed an MOU 

with the Zambian Government to continue to implement the Project for a five-year period, at which 

point the Zambia National Commission for UNESCO became KNCU's major partner in the Project. 

The Government appreciated the interventions that the Republic of Korea was bringing to Zambia's 

education sector, and wished to learn from the Republic of Korea's experience in developing its 

education system. In March 2019, the MOU between KNCU and the Government will come to an end, 

at which point KNCU will cease to be involved, and the Pro」 ect will be run solely by its stakeholders 

1n Zambia. 

The Project's goal is to improve adult literacy and the skills of the local community, aiming 

to increase the accessibility and effectiveness of quality technical education and to enhance 

accessibility to local adult literacy education. The Project is a MoGE adult literacy project under the 

Directorate of Open and Distance Education (DODE), which is in charge of educational programmes 

for out-of-school learners in the MoGE. 

The Project's educational programmes are focused on non-formal education and are primarily 

offered through a dedicated Bridge Community Learning Cent 「e (CLC) in Nega-nega (Mazabuka 

District). as well as other existing schools and adult literacy centres. 

Since 2016, separate Bridge Participation Pro」ects have also been run, to assist with teacher training 

and the provision of teaching and learning materials 

The Pro」ect is overseen by a national committee of stakeholders (the Bridge National Committee). 

comprising DODE, ZNCU, KNCU (un태 March 2019), TEVETA, the Ministry of Community Development 

and Social Welfare, Nega-nega CLC, Kafue, Chongwe and Mazabuka District Education Board 

Secretary (DEBS) offices, as well as Southern and Lusaka Provincial Governments, giving a total of 

14 members. 
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2. Introduction to the Bridge Community Learning Cent『e in Zambia 

The Nega-nega CLC is operated with the help of fou 「 (4) schools, Nega-nega East Primary, 

Nega-nega Secondary, Kachembele Primary, and Nkumbula Community school. For effective and 

efficient running of the CLC, there is a management committee, which comprises the head teachers, 

adult literacy facilitators, and an Education Standards Officer in charge of Open and Distance 

Learning (ESO-ODL) from Mazabuka DEBS office. The CLC management committee ove「sees the 

day to day management of the CLC and is coordinated by the head teacher of Nega-nega Secondary 

School, who reports to the DEBS office on the activities of the CLC. 

Nega-nega people with ESO-ODL 

The Nega-nega CLC implemented the 2-tier education system in line with the 2014 government 

curriculum. in which the learners have the opportunity to learn both academic (literacy) and 

vocational skills. Vocational skills training courses are offered in Designing, Cutting and Tailoring, and 

1n Bricklaying and Plastering. 
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The Pro」ect has helped in reducing illiteracy levels in Mazabuka District and also empowered citizens 

with survival skills, through the skills training, contributing to individual, community, national and 

sustainable development. 

Specifically, with the support of the Pro」 ect. the DODE has implemented basic adult literacy 

education for youths and adults in 75 schools in Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue Districts. This 

literacy education is a two-year programme in which learners attain literacy skills upon completion 

of levels 1 and 2. certificates being awarded at the end of each level. The Project has also suppo「ted

payment of allowances for four adult lite 「acy facilitators and four coordinating head teachers 

The adult literacy learners in Nega-nega CLC have also been given vocational skills training in 

Designing, Cutting, and Tailoring and Bricklaying and Plastering as a method of empowerment to 

improve and sustain their livelihood. The Project aimed to enroll and train 10 trainees in Bricklaying 

and Plastering and 13 in Designing, Cutting, and Tailoring. 

The Pro」ect will. by 2019, support payment of a Bricklaying and Plastering trainer allowance and 

Designing, Cutting, and Tailoring trainer allowance. and purchase of materials for the courses. 

The Project aims to hold three management and review meetings per year: Regular monitoring of 

educational activities will continue to be conducted in o 「der to secure and sustain the quality of the 

programmes 

The Project will also share information about Nega-nega CLC and its activities to help Kafue and 

Chongwe Districts understand the concept of community learning centres and how they assist the 

provision of both academic and vocational education for adults. 
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IV. ACHIEVEMENTS 2. Quantitative Outcomes 

Quantitative Outcomes of the Bridge Zambia Project 

Access to 
Improvement of 1. History of the Bridge Zambia Project educational 

activities 
quality of education 

Adult TEVET # of # of # of 
Year Centre Literacy teachers teachers books printed 

• 
who received who received and 

• Initiation of Bridge Zambia Project training (A/L) training (ICT) distributed 

2010 I Solobon 1,300 4 

• 
2012 Ch1sh1ko 200 3 

• Dispatch of Korean Volunteers to the villages Solobon 100 5 
2013 

Nega-nega 30 10 

• 
Solobon 120 6 

• Dispatch of Korean Volunteers to the villages (Kafue) 2014 
Ch1sh1ko 110 6 

Nega-nega 99 19 6 

• 
2015 

A/L Centres (29) in Mazabuka 58 3,575 
• Construction of Ch1sh1ko village CLC toilet 

Nega-nega 83 19 

2016 A/L Centres (29) 1n Mazabuka Null 15 

• 
• Secondment of Project Managers to ZNCU A/L Centres (23) 1n Chongwe 46 

• Opening of Nega-nega Community Learning Centre Nega-nega 162 64 

• 
A/L Cent「es 1n Mazabuka Null 2 24 

• Bridge Participation Project (year 1 ): 
2017 

A/L Centres (23) in Chongwe 339 23 

• First Bridge w「iting festival/awards 
A/L Cent「es (22) 1n Kafue 110 42 

• 
Nega-nega 66 23 

• Bridge Part1cipat1on ProJect (year 2): 
A/L Centres (14) in Mazabuka 174 15 

• Second Bridge writing festival/awards 2018 
A/L Centres (23) 1n Chongwe 414 3,495 

• 
A/L Cent「es (22) in Kafue 197 21 3,495 

• Bridge Part1cipat1on ProJect (year 3) Total 3,504 125 188 98 10,565 

• 
* Adult Literacy (A/L) Centres 1n the districts are opened by teachers trained by the Bridge Zambia ProJect 

and numbe 「s 1n () 1nd1cate the number of centres operating 1n the districts. 
• Handover of the first phase of the B「idge Zambia Project 

* Figures for adult literacy learners accessing educational act1v1t1es 1n the districts are the total number of 
learners from all cent「es 1n each d1str1ct. 
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3. Linkage between the Bridge Zambia Project and the SDGs 

At the UN General Assembly in 2015, the international community adopted Agenda 2030· 

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as the global development agenda to be achieved 

by the year 2030. SDG 4 (the Education 2030 agenda) focuses on education. Achieving the 

sustainable development agenda hinges on the Education 2030 agenda, as education is facilitator for 

achievement of the rest of the goals. In an attempt to ensure that no one is left behind, Education 

2030 employs versatility, emphasizing use of non-formal education to capture those who have been 

marginalized by the formal education system. It is on this premise that the format of the Bridge 

Pro」ect is critical, in supporting provision of literacy to those left out by the formal schooling system 

and also providing TEVET skills to the underprivileged in local communities, to empowe 「 them with 

skills that improve their livelihood. This approach sits well in the SDG agenda, with the provision of 

literacy and skills to local communities helping to accelerating efforts to eradicate poverty, hunger, 

imp 「ove health, sanitation, and gender equality, while efforts to t 「ain teachers and provide teaching 

and learning materials helps improve the quality of education 

A literacy, and later TEVET, skills learner in the Project had this to say, 'After passing level two (2), 

I bought myself a hand sewing machine. My life has changed because I can afford to buy 

bread and butter since I am able to raise enough money every day. ' The life of the individual 

and the entire household in this case has improved, like many others who have acquired TEVET skills. 

In another instance, some of the graduates of the Nega-nega CLC were employed at a nearby mining 

operations company and at a sugar company after acquiring TEVET skills and qualifications from 

TEVETA. Others have gained the skills to sew products and sell these, allowing them to make money 

to look afte 「 their children. In addition, provision of literacy translates to learners being able to 「ead

instructions from hospital and be able to take family planning precautions effectively, in addition to 

being able to read instructions of how to take medicines, read fliers on how to prevent disease such 

as mala 「ia, cholera and so forth. Once they acquire literacy skills, issues of safe water and sanitation 

are better unde「stood by learne 「s and so they are able to reduce incidences of epidemics. 

It is important that the Bridge Pro」ect targets adults. By providing literacy skills to adults, the Pro」ect

empowers adults with reading skills which allow them to help their young children in reading at home. 

Apart from that, when parents are educated, they tend to encourage their children to pu 「sue formal 

education. The Bridge Pro」ect has therefore provided skills for necessary development at individual, 

community and national level. One DEBS noted this contribution, saying the Project helped in 

'Reduction ofpoverty through survival skills such as tailoring and bricklaying skills'. 

It is therefore clear that the Bridge Zambia Project is interlinked not only with SDG 4 but also other 

SDGs. The p 「ovision of literacy also equips adults with decision-making skills especially with regard 

to civil engagement in their communities and helps in understanding issues of gender equality at 
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various levels of society. The Pro」ect further provided some 21 st century skills to teachers who were 

facilitators of adult learners by empowering them with information and communications technology 

(ICT) skills that will benefit learners in formal schooling, as well as adults using the commonly available 

ICT gadgets such as the mobile phone. 

4. Implications 

The Bridge Zambia Project has made the following positive contributions to literacy and TEVET work 

1n Zambia. 

Bridge Writing Festival (2017) 

i. Access to basic literacy skills has been increased, especially in 

communities that the Ministry of General Education had not yet reached; 

ii. The TEVET and literacy education offered have given both short-term 

and long-term benefits to communities, and also have a beneficial 

multiplier effect, as not only the individual benefits from the acquired 

skills but also his/her family, community and society at large; 
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iii. The Project has given a chance to poor communities to access survival 

skills despite them missing the chance of formal education. Some of the 

beneficiaries of the Project have improved their family's economic 

situation after acquiring skills training from the Project; 

iv. The Project has reduced poverty levels especially in the Nega-nega 

community because of the skills component; 

v. The Project has served as an example of best practice for its provision 

of both literacy and TEVET skills, resulting in another international 

organization replicating the CLC concept in a mining town in Zambia 

on a larger scale, with not only facilities for learners but also houses for 

facilitators; 

vi. The Project has brought improvements to the education sector for adult 

learners in Mazabuka; and 

vii.The Project has offered the empowerment of literacy and skills 

development to youths and adult in the communities it operates in. 

There is need for more support in lite 「acy and TEVET in local communities as this mode of education 

is strategic in not leaving anyone behind in the development agenda. 
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5. Outcomes of the CLC and other Literacy Cent『es with 
rega『ds to Literacy and TEVET 

츠 

0 Adult literacy teaching methodology workshop in Kafue (2017) 

f) ICT t 「aining in Chongwe (2017) 

t) ICT TEVETA exam in Kafue (2018) 

` 

i. Three beneficiaries of the Project had their skills upgraded in 

Nega-nega to a level that they are now trainers at their local CLC which 

will benefit the local community as the trainers are residents of the same 

community. This is key for sustainability of the CLC training; 
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ii. 6,990 adult literacy books for both teachers and learners were printed 

and distributed; 

iii. Teachers and head teachers were trained in teaching adults and how to 

manage adult literacy centres and classes. The trained teachers opened 

adult literacy centres in the government schools where they teach; 

iv. More than 500 learners in Mazabuka district have proceeded with either 

functional or basic literacy and the Bridge Project has helped fund the 

training of teachers in adult literacy by the Open and Distance Learning 

section in the Ministry of General Education at district level; 

v. Acquiring a national certification that is recognized in the Southern 

region has meant that many graduates certified in bricklaying and 

tailoring have been able to find employment in cities like Lusaka as well 

as in international companies such as llovo's Zambia Sugar Company; 

vi. The successful implementation of the 2-tier education system within 

the Youth and Adult Literacy Education (YALE) subsector has assisted 

the empowerment youths and adults in communities, through literacy 

and skills development; 

vii. The financial support from the Bridge Project to districts has 

enhanced teacher skills not only in the field of adult literacy that the 

Project supported, but also in the field of ICT skills; 

viii. The construction of the CLC at Nega-nega itself provided an 

opportunity for skills training in bricklaying. The first 19 trainees did 

bricklaying and construction training on the job to construct the CLC. 

At the end of this they successfully obtained TEVETA certificates and 

have been employed by organizations within the district. 

ix. The Project has provided ICT training and mobile phones to facilitators, 

which have been useful in the delivery of quality education as these 

facilitators are able to teach adult learners the many functions of a 
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phone, for instance, which is the most available ICT gadget in a rural 

community. Further they are able to teach the ICT skills to the young 

learners in school using a phone. 

x. A tailoring club of so far 12 members has been established 

by the CLC at Nega-nega 

Bricklaying and Plastering practical class and construction workshop (2017) 
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6. Key Stakeholder Interviews 

i • Learne『s in Ne~a CLC 

INTERVIEWEE 1 _ Misheck Mululu 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been taking in Nega-nega CLC, 

since when you have taken the class, etc.). 

A My name is Misheck Mululu, I am 64 yrs old 

From 」anuary 2018 to December 2018 I was 

taking level one (1 ) in designing, cutting and 

tailoring. 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A I applied fo 「 a place after seeing an 

advertisement and seeing the need to become 

a tailor. 

Q What have you learnt from the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I have learnt how to design, cut cloth and tailor 

I can make ski 「ts, dresses, bags, shorts and long 

trousers. 

Q What is the most significant change in your 

daily life by participating in Nega-nega CLC 

and the Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 
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A After passing level two (2), I bought myself a 

hand sewing machine. My life has changed because 

I can afford to buy bread and butter since 

I am able to raise enough money every day 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Many people have been certified in bricklaying 

and tailoring and have used their papers to find 

employment in big towns like Lusaka and big 

companies like Zambia Sugar 

Q What challenges did you and your 

classmates face during the course? 

A The 「e are not enough materials and sewing 

machines, this made some learners have to 

share machines 

Q Comments for ZNCU, the Ministry of 

General Education (including Mazabuka DEBS 

and DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A There is proper coordination between ZNCU, 

Ministry of General Education and Nega-nega CLC 

Management Committee because things are 

moving on well. Learners a 「e able to sit for TEVETA 

Skills Exams 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A The KNCU has brought development 1n 

Nega-nega. On behalf of the community 

I suggest they extend to baking and welding. 

INTERVIEWEE 2 _ Victor Malambo Kayawe 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been taking in Nega-nega CLC, 

since when you have taken the class, etc.). 

A My name is Victor Malambo Kayawe, and I 

am 25 years old. I was taking the bricklaying and 

plaste 「ing course. 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A There was an advert then after the interviews. 

Q What have you learnt from the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I have learnt how to make pillars and as for 

now I can stand on my own. [Make my own living] 

Q What is the most significant change in 

your daily life by participating in Nega-nega 

CLC and Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A When I started I didn't know anything but 

through this pro」ect I am able to practice what 

I was taught 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Building of the workshop and bringing in 

different kinds of tools 

Q What challenges did you and your 

classmates face during the course? 

A The time was limited for us during lessons 

so we request for more hours next time. 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A I can say that this project has done well to 

our life and we need more skills in the future. 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A The fees are so affordable because of 

the KNCU so the community is happy 
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INTERVIEWEE 3 _ Sarah Shindu 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been taking in Nega-nega CLC, 

since when you have taken the class, etc.). 

A I am Sarah Shindu, 61 years old and taking 

adult literacy level 2 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A I got involved through information from people. 

Q What have you learnt from the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I have learnt reading and writing especially 

Chitonga and oral and written English. 

Q What is the most significant change in 

your daily life by participating in Nega-nega 

CLC and Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A I am able to help children with homework, 

association and interaction, co- existence, 

help others in reading and writing and operate 

a phone 
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Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Nega-nega CLC motivates me through 

self-reliance and entrepreneurship 

Q What challenges did you and your 

classmates face during the course? 

A Little time for learning, and difficulties to 

raise tuition fees 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A Brilliant innovation to make people busy and 

g1v1ng hope the community 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A Find an organisation to sponsor the group 

such as clubs (money and equipment) 

ii • Facilitate『s and inst『ucto『s at Ne~a CLC 

INTERVIEWEE 1 _ Dorothy Kabunda 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Dorothy Kabunda, 52 years old. I have 

been lecturing at Nega nega CLC since 2016 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A I was identified by the community and people 

from Lusaka who found me sewing. 

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I am teaching designing, cutting and sewing. 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A The project is good and helpful. The only 

challenge is learners not paying fees in time. 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A So far we have a club for tailoring which 

involves 12 members 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Learners are not paying fees in time. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A I have learned that to be in a group you 

can share experiences and the work is easy 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A The above named have supported the pro」ect

and work together. 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A The KNCU should continue supporting us so 

that we escape poverty because we will manage 

to educate our children from the [money earned 

from] things which we will be sewing. 
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INTERVIEWEE 2 _ Stallone Mudaala M 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Stallone Mudaala M, 28 years old 

I taught bricklaying and plastering from October 

2017 to December 2018. 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A Was spotted through interaction with the CLC 

coo「dinato「 who recommended me fo 「 the job 

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A Taught a lot to the class about brickwork, 

health and safety, communication skills and 

basic entrepreneurship skills. 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A It has exposed me to the teaching world 

and how to handle challenges that come with it 

and also handling people of different age groups 

at once. 
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Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Nega nega CLC has been able to produce 

100% pass rate in two consecutive years of 

TEVETA Exams. 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A 日andling students of different age groups 1n 

one class was a challenge 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A I have learnt how to handle pressure that 

comes with resea 「ch and how to convey technical 

ideas to non-technical people. 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A They should not let the project die a natural 

death, for it has benefited a lot of youths and 

developed their lives. 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A Act on elect「ifying the p 「emises so as to 

enable evening classes for working class students 

and also equip the facility with brick molding 

equipment and brick cutting tools. 

ii. F『om Facilitate『s and instructors in Ne~a CLC 

INTERVIEWEE 3 _ Abigail Hamwiiya 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Abigail Hamwiiya, 39 years old 

I have lectured at Nega-nega CLC since 2015 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A Among 30 teachers trained in Mazabuka 

district, one is to facilitate adult literacy I was 

the one rep 「esenting Nega-Nega East Primary 

and that is where the Nega-nega CLC is 

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A 日ave taught numeracy and literacy level 1 and 

2, level one Chitonga. 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A 丁he project has been successful in that 

Nega-Nega Community was involved from the 

beginning, that is construction and has been 

awarded with TEVETA certificates. 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Most of the community members have 

benefited in reading, writing and skills and this 

has improved thei 「 |iving. Tailoring and bricklaying 

learners are awarded with TEVETA certificates. 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Learners have challenges in paying tuition fees 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A I have learnt that reading, writing and skills are 

important in one's life. I have also learnt teamwork 

among stakeholders. 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A The project is helpful to both Nega-Nega and 

the outside community, MOE to consider teachers 

allowances 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A KNCU has been so supportive since the pro」ect

started. We really appreciate the literacy room, 

skills room, workshop rooms and allowances we 

have been receiving and we ask KNCU to continue 

supporting the Centre and built boarding or 

sleeping rooms because there are people who 

don't live in Nega-nega but want services offered 

at Nega-nega CLC. 
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INTERVIEWEE 4 _ Mweemba I 『een

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Mweemba lreen, 41 years old. I have 

lectured adult literacy Levels 1 and 2 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A We had a workshop for one week where about 

30 teachers were trained at Nega-nega CLC as 

facilitato 「s of adult lite 「acy

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I am teaching literacy (Chitonga level 1 and 

English level 2) and numeracy 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A It has exposed us as teachers to learn more 

about the community and has promoted team 

work amongst us. 
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Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A A numbe「 of adult literacy learne 「s enrolled 

1n the tailoring and bricklaying classes and have 

9 「aduated with certificates in levels 2 and 3 while 

others have graduated after knowing how to read. 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Learners find it difficult to pay their 

tuition fees 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A I have learnt team wo「k, [and that] literacy 

skills are important in one's life. 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A To 「oll out such prog「ammes even to other 

parts of the country in order to lower the illiterate 

levels in the country 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A We had good time with KNCU and we hope to 

continue with the project even if KNCU is going or 

pulling out 

A KNCU also to leave us with some materials / 

machines which will sustain the project even in 

their absence. 

INTERVIEWEE 5 _ Hamaila Agency 

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Hamaila Agency, 39 years old. I have 

taught adult literacy 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A I am in charge of mobilizing students and 

candidates in bricklaying and tailoring. 

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I have taught how to read and write plus 

numeracy 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A It has proved a way for people to develop 

some skills 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A People both male and female have been 

acquainted with bricklaying/tailoring skills and 

certificates (TEVETA). 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Collecting of funds from students or 

learners is one of the challenges 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A It is about self-sacrifice and sharing whatever 

little you have. 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (including Mazabuka DEBS and 

DODE), and Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee about the Project 

A In order for the project to continue operating 

there is need for continuous support from higher 

offices. 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A KNCU has done a tremendous job 1n removing 

I||ite 「acy f 「om the community and helping pa 「ents

acquire skills. which has started earning them a 

living now. 

A Suggestion: How I wish they could continue 

supporting this pro」ect for another two years 
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INTERVIEWEE 6 _ Phiri P『isca

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, which 

class you have been lecturing in Nega-nega 

CLC, since when you have lectured, etc.). 

A I am Phiri Prisca, 32 years old. I have taught 

adult literacy level 2 and 1 since 2017 

Q How did you get involved with 

Nega-nega CLC? 

A I got involved through adult literacy training 

conducted by DEBS in Mazabuka. 

Q What have you taught to the class? 

Give us some details. 

A I am teaching reading and writing. Adults 

have managed to start reading and writing. They 

took part in the essay writing festival over the 

impo「tance of reading and writing. They were able 

to read and write with minimal problems. 

Q What is the most significant effect for you 

experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the Project? 

A Learners can manage to get to know how to 

read and write. 
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A Learners can acquire life skills like sewing and 

bricklaying 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Building a training centre which benefits the 

community 

A B「ought parents closer to the school through 

the project and adult literacy 

A Reduced illiteracy levels in the community 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Absenteeism by learners and failure to pay 

tuition fees. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from the 

Project? 

A Importance of life skills as reliable skills for life 

Q Comments for ZNCU, Ministry of General 

Education (incl. Mazabuka DEBS and DODE), 

and Nega-nega CLC Management Committee 

about the Project 

A Pro」ect has been helpful to the community 

both in life skills and literacy/ numeracy 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A To electrify the centre so as to be able to 

handle night school 

A To continue encouraging adults to undergo 

adult learning and skills training 

iii. Chair~ement Committee 

INTERVIEWEE 1 _ Sarenje A『tson

Q Tell us about yourself (name, age, position etc.) 

A I am Sarenje Artson, 55 years old, head teacher 

of Nega-nega Prima 「y/Seconda 「y School. as well 

as chairperson of Nega-nega CLC Management 

Committee 

Q How was Nega-nega CLC management 

committee formed? And how did you get 

involved with Nega-nega CLC, in particular, 

as chairperson? 

A A meeting was convened in which four head 

teachers, four teachers and a DEBS representative 

were present and my name was chosen. The 

Nega-nega CLC committee was formed from 

four head teachers and four teachers of the four 

schools in Nega-nega. 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing Nega-nega CLC and the 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

^ [|ncreased] Interest to improve literacy and 

skills levels in the community 

A Broadening my scope through meetings held 

at different levels. 

A Improvement in my administrative skills. 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of Nega-nega CLC and the Project. 

A Improvement in lite 「acy levels of 「egistered learne「S.

A Improvement of skill of registered students. 

A Construction of infrastructu 「e and purchase of 

equipment. 

A Encouragement of social intercourse. 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the Project? 

A Payment of fees by students and learners 

especially from their schools. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from the Project? 

A Anybody has the potential to learn as long as 

intrinsic motivation is there. 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including Mazabuka DEBS 

and DODE) about the Project 

- Efforts by the Ministry of General Education 

1n general and DODE in particular to uplift 

the standards of living in Nega-nega is highly 

appreciated and should continue. As it is an 

indelible mark in the community, 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A Teachers/ facilitators· wages should not be the sole 

responsibility of the CLC Management. As this would 

[lead to] fail[ure of] the pro」ect in days to come. 

A Zambian students/ learners need to understand 

that there is a cost to any study programme 

A KNCU, if possible, should continue supporting 

the project. 
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iv. BNC members 

INTERVIEWEE 1 _ B『endah Musanya Mudenda 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A My name is Brendah Musanya Mudenda, 

Principal Education Officer - Open Learning 1n 

the Directorate of Open and Distance Education 

at Ministry of gene 「al Education (MoGE) 

Headquarters. 

A I am in-charge and have coo 「dinated the Youth 

and Adult Literacy Education (YALE) sub-sector 

at national level fo 「 the past 14 years since the 

ministry was given the YALE po「tfol10

A I hold a master's degree in literacy and 

development 

A In the past 14 years of YALE in MoGE I have 

been instrumental in development of adult literacy 

books (first ever), training of teachers in adult 

literacy methodologies, and development of an 

adult lite 「acy t 「aining manual among other things. 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A The BNC was formed upon realization that 
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P 「ov1s1on of adult literacy education and skills 

training at the CLC involved different and 

many services from different structures and 

organisations and government departments. 

A This resulted in creating the national 

committee with members from ZNCU, which 

partnered with KNCU in the Pro」 ect, the Ministry 

of Community Development (provider of functional 

literacy since Independence), TEVETA to examine 

skills training and guide on implementation of skills 

training and equipment required, DEBS offices 

in districts where Project activities a 「e taking 

place, officers in charge of adult literacy at district 

and provincial level where Project activities are 

implemented, and officers from DODE, which 1s 

implementing department fo 「 the Pro」ect in the 

ministry in charge of YALE 

A I got involved in the project by virtue of 

my position in DODE and the Minist「y at large 

Automatically I got involved in the Project because 

I am in charge of YALE programmes in the Ministry 

I am in charge of YALE programmes in DODE, 

which is mandated to implement YALE 

programmes, where the Project falls. 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A The project has empowered Zambian citizens 

1n the districts and communities where it operates 

with lite 「acy and skills training. 

A It has reduced illiteracy levels in communities. 

A It has rolled out the implementation of two-tier 

education to youth and adult literacy education 

A Construction of the community Learning 

Centre (CLC) as good practice for a suitable 

learning environment for youths and adults 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A Empowerment of lite 「acy and skills 

development to youths and adults in communities. 

The successful implementation of two-tier 

education to the YALE subsector 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A With the provision of financial resources 

and technical support from KNCU and technical 

guidance from all stakeholders this made the 

project a success without major challenges. 

A However, there was only a challenge of not 

meeting the targets within the estimated time fo 「

printing of books due to government procedures 

for procurement. With consultation from KNCU 

and ZNCU patience was exercised until the books 

were printed. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A I have learnt that provision of community 

learning cent 「es (CLCs) is a good p 「actice because 

they provide a conducive learning environment for 

youth and adults. CLC are good initiatives which 

culminate and promote the idea of Learning Cities 

because they accord learners an opportunity where 

different activities are provided in one place. 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A Need to extend the Bridge pro」ect to other 

places, districts and provinces to have more people 

empowered with literacy and skills development. 

A Need for const「uction of more CLCs and 

prov1s1on of training equipment required as a 

project 

A The p 「O」ect manage 「 Cecilia is very hard 

working with good coordinating and public relations. 

She dese 「ves to be given another chance to 

coordinate a project 

A Need to construct more community learning 

centres to promote the concept of learning cities. 
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INTERVIEWEE 2 _ Kenneth Sichinga 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A I am Kenneth Sichinga, 51 years old, 

Manager - Training Systems development 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A I was selected by the organization I work for 

-TEVETA, which is one of the key stakeholde 「s as 

we are an agent of Government that 「egulates

TEVET in Zambia. Furthermore the provision of 

skills to disadvantaged, which includes learners 

that have literacy challenges. falls under my unit 

1n TEVETA 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A Giving a chance to poor communities to access 

survival skills despite them missing the chance of 

getting educated in the first place. Some of the 

beneficiaries of the project have had their family 

economic situation improved after acquiring skills 

training from the pro」ect
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Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A Three beneficiaries of the project had their 

skills upgraded in Nega-nega to a level that they 

are now trainers at their local CLC which will 

benefit the local community as the trainers are 

residents of the same community We hope this will 

help make it possible to retain these t「aine 「S

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A The local people were not very much willing 

to contribute financially to the services they are 

benefiting from at the CLC. This may be a challenge 

1n future in terms of sustaining the activities of the 

CLC once the project comes to an end. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A Sensitizing the local people what the project 

1s able to do and not do (scope of the project) 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including DODE and DEBS 

office - Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue) 

about the Project 

A F「om my view they tried to wo「k together 

very well but details could come from themselves 

concerning their challenges and successes 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A KNCU should note the successes and 

challenges they faced to help them improve 

1n implementation of similar pro」ects in future 

elsewhere. 

INTERVIEWEE 3 _ Lungu Thomson Hen『y

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A I am Lungu 丁homson Henry, 48 years old. and 

District Education Board Secretary in Mazabuka 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project {the Project)? 

A I was involved with the Bridge Zambia Pro」ect

by being DEBS of Kafue and Mazabuka Districts 

from 2017 to Ma 「ch 2018. 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A The Pro」ect provides hope to the community 

through skills in bricklaying and tailoring, training of 

adults in literacy with survival skills (functional and 

basic lite 「acy).

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A 丁raining of teachers in computer skills 

A Reduction of poverty through survival skills 

such as tailoring and bricklaying skills 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Inadequate period to train learne 「S

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A There is a need to empower all people through 

adult literacy and we have to 「educe poverty 

levels and improve living standards of learners. 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including DODE and DEBS 

office - Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue) 

about the Project 

A The 「e was a good working relationship and 

I hope the partnership continues for the benefits 

fo 「 the learners 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A The KNCU pro」ect should extend its lifespan 

1n Zambia (i.e. Mazabuka, Kafue and Chongwe) for 

the next five (5) years. 
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INTERVIEWEE 4 _ Mrs. Felistus Siyomunji Mang'wato 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A I am Mrs. Felistus Siyomun」 i Mang'wato, 46 

years old, Education Standa 「ds Office 「 - Open and 

Distance Learning (ESO-ODL) 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A 日ow it was formed not sure but I joined the 

BNC in 2017, 2 years afte 「 it was formed. 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A It has helped funding the ODL section in the 

district, training of teachers in adult literacy and 

mo「e than 500 learners have proceeded with 

e1the 「 functional (skills) or basic literacy 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A It has improved the education sector for adult 

learne「s in Mazabuka 

A It has reduced poverty levels especially in 

Nega-nega village because of the skills component. 
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Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A 3 months training for bricklaying and tailoring 

was not adequate to prepare learners for the 

exams. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from the 

Project? 

A Skills education is a very vital component of 

education especially for adults because it yields 

immediate benefits. 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including DODE and 

DEBS office - Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue) 

about the Project 

A These two organisations have worked well 

1n co-ordinating ODL activities in the country 1n 

general and in the districts in particular 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A KNCU should continue in the country - it may 

not be in Mazabuka, Kafue and Chongwe but other 

parts of the country or better skills in other area 

of the same districts. 

INTERVIEWEE 5 _ Ruth CM Phiri 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A My name is Ruth CM Phiri. I am 56 years old 

and District Education Board Sec 「etary of 

Chongwe District 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A The Bridge National committee was formed 

under the Di 「ectorate of Open and Distance 

Learning (DODE) 

A I got involved by virtue of being the DEBS 

who is in cha 「ge of all district p 「og 「ammes.

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A This project has helped the district by training 

the adult literacy teachers and also empowering 

them with ICT skills 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A Chongwe District was privileged to have had 

23 adult literacy teachers trained in ICT hence 

beefing up on the number of ICT teachers 

1n the dist「ict.

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A Main challenge the district faced was that 

teachers that were picked to be trained in ICT 

were not computer literate and had no complete 

computer background. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A To have passion and willingness for the adult 

literacy programmes 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including DODE and DEBS 

office - Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue) 

about the Project 

A The project really helped the district 

(Chongwe District) with training 23 teachers 

in the ICT skill from TEVETA. This has empowered 

the District with 23 more !CT-trained facilitators 

in the District. As a District we give thanks to 

ZNCU and the Ministry of General Education for 

having awarded Chongwe District with the venture 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A Other districts to be empowe「ed 1n 

future as well. 

A Monitoring of the projects to continue 

even after the project comes to an end. 
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INTERVIEWEE 6 _ Teddy Chibwe 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A My name is Teddy Chibwe. I am 46 years old 

and I work for the Ministry of General Education 

1n Zambia. I hold the position of District Education 

Board Secretary in Kafue District of Lusaka 

Province. My job entails overlooking the education 

activities in all schools of the District. 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A I joined Kafue District at the time when the 

project had already started and for me it was more 

like 'plug and play'_ So I found myself sitting on the 

Bridge National Committee by vi 「tue of my office 

because I am involved with education activities 1n 

the District 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A Two aspects have a very significant effect: 

(a) As a District, we managed to open 22 Adult 

Learning Centres which are currently functional , 
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(b) Twenty two adult learners were trained 1n 

ICT skills and 21 successfully managed to sit their 

Level Three TEVETA examinations; 

currently awaiting results. 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A The project successfully trained adult learner 

facilitators in the district 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A The District only has one institution that 1s 

registered with TEVETA. This institution has no 

accommodation facilities and so it was a difficult 

time for the trainees to attend lessons and 

examinations well especially that they had to find 

sleeping spaces in classrooms at times 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A The lesson is that if we have the 「esources

and facilities, everyone, 「egardless of age can be 

productive in society, Offering of education to 

women and men in the adult literacy centres has 

resulted in functional literacy skills in these people 

and this will improve the livelihood of all 

INTERVIEWEE 7 _ Elizabeth Kapasa Banda 

Q Tell us about yourself 

(name, age, position etc.) 

A My name is Elizabeth Kapasa Banda, I am 

54 years old and I am an education standards 

officer in charge of open and distance learning 

(ESO- ODL). 

Q How was the Bridge National Committee 

formed? And how did you get involved with 

Bridge Zambia Project (the Project)? 

A The B「idge National Committee comprises the 

following officers under the Directorate of Open 

and Distance Education (DODE) 

• Director. Chief and Principal Education Officer. 

(Ministry Headqua 「ters)

• Senior Education Officer (ESO-ODL From the 

prov1nc1al Education office) 

• District Education Boa 「d Sec「eta 「ies (DEBS) 

Mazabuka, Kafue, Chongwe 

• Education Standards Officers (ESO-ODL), 

from 3 districts. 

• Officer from TAVETA 

• Zambia National Commission for UNESCO (ZNCU) 

- I found myself there by virtue of my position as 

ESO-ODL 

Q What is the most significant effect for 

you experiencing the Project? 

A This project has especially helped our adult 

literacy teacher facilitators in training them and 

empowering them with skills on how to handle 

adult learners 

Q Please share one successful achievement 

of the Project. 

A Kafue dist「ict has benefited f「om the project 

and trained 22 teacher adult facilitators in the 

administration and management of adult learners 

and also in ICT 

- Giving food, accommodation and transport 

Q Please share one challenge you 

encountered during the course? 

A One challenge I encountered is that the adult 

learners have not been given the mate 「ials which 

has compromised the quality of teachers and 

learning. 

Q What lessons have you learnt from 

the Project? 

A Some of the lessons learned from the project 

are that, 

(a) Officers from the Zambia National Commission 

for UNESCO have been so passionate about 

the project 
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(b) So consistent in providing information, feedback 

and prompt responses to queries & clarifications 

The project has left an indelible ma「k on life and 

work as ESO-ODL 

Q Comments for ZNCU and Ministry of 

General Education (including DODE and DEBS 

office - Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue) 

about the Project 

A ZNCU and the Ministry of Gene 「al Education 

have wo「ked collabo 「atively

A ZNCU has organized review meetings which have 

been ve 「y interactive and the 3 districts, that 1s 

Mazabuka, Kafue, and Chongwe, have benefited a lot 

Q Comments and Suggestions for KNCU 

A KNCU has left an indelible mark in my life. 

A As ea 「|ier alluded a mark has been left in the 

district. The Adult Literacy teacher facilitators who 

have been involved in the Project and the district as a 

whole shall forever remain grateful 

A My suggestion is that KNCU should extend the『

operations to other districts especially Lusaka 
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V. LESSONS LEARNED 

There were lessons learnt at different levels, at facilitator level, at coordinator level. at Ministry level 

as well as the TEVET Authority level. 

At facilitator level the facilitators learnt how to teach technical skills to those with no previous expert 

technical training. In addition, 」 udging from feedback from their learners, they realized how important 

reading, writing and skills were in a person's life, and the importance of team work. The facilitators 

also learnt that providing adult literacy to poor communities called for self-sacrifice. 

For the chairperson, the lesson learnt was that anybody has the potential to learn as long as intrinsic 

motivation is there. 

At District level, the lessons learnt were that there is a need to empower all people through adult 

literacy to help reduce pove 「ty levels and improve living standards of learne 「s. Further the Project 

was said to have had an indelible effect on the life and work of officers at district level, increasing 

passion and willingness to work for adult literacy programmes. 

The lesson is that if we have the resources and facilities, everyone, regardless of age can be 

productive in society Offering of education to women and men in the adult literacy centres has 

resulted in functional literacy skills in these people and this will improve the livelihood of all. 

At national level the lesson learnt was that it was important to sensitize the local people what 

the Pro」ect is able to do and not do. Further, it was seen that the provision of community learning 

centres (CLCs) is a good practice because they provide a conducive learning envi 「onment for youth 

and adults. CLCs were also seen as good initiatives as they promote the idea of learning cities, 

because they offer learners a space where diffe 「ent learning activities are provided in one place. 

In conclusion, the Bridge Zambia Pro」 ect complemented government efforts to provide adult literacy 

and skills, reaching areas where the Government had not yet reached. Further, the skills that were 

acquired by the graduates in adult literacy, coupled with either bricklaying or design and tailoring, 

improved the livelihoods of many households in rural poor communities. This support responded to 

the Sustainable Development Agenda of not leaving anyone behind, with benefits at individual level 

and family level, in that the skills acquired were used to engage in income-generating activities, which 

increased family income and enabled parents to send their child 「en to school. This therefore also had 

a beneficial effect at community level 

The key stakeholders in the P 「oject have wo「ked out a sustainability plan to maintain the 

programmes long after KNCU's involvement in the Project ends. The CLC will come under the 

responsibility of the Government. like the other skills schools in Zambia. meaning that it will have 

government support, however small the support may be. 

For greater impact, however, the stakeholders in Zambia strongly recommended that, funds 

permitting, KNCU consider extending the Project to phase 2 of KNCU's wider Bridge Africa 

Programme, rather than exiting the Project 
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VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Message from the Zambia National Commission for UNESCO 
(Dr. Charles Ndakala, Secretary -General) 

First and foremost, I would like on behalf of the Zambian people 

in general, and the Ministry of General Education in particular, 

to thank the Korean Government for having chosen Zambia to 

be part of the Bridge Africa Programme. The Bridge Zambia 

Project has helped both the Ministry of General Education and 

the Ministry of Highe 「 Education in implementing the two-tie 「

education curriculum that has the academic and vocational 

pathways, in that it provided an opportunity for the Ministries to 

provide education by not leaving anyone behind as articulated by 

the Republican President in many fora 

The Bridge Zambia Project's work in conjunction with the Ministry of General Education (with DODE 

in particular), through DODE's YALE programmes, whose main ob」ective has been to empower 

out-of-school Children, youths and adults with basic literacy and functional skills to enable them to 

effectively participate in community and national development, helped achieve the Government's 

aspirations. 

The Education and Skills Secto 「 Plan (ESSP) for 2019-2021 will sustain the gains made during the 

Bridge Project and replicate them in other districts and will prioritise the following key strategic 

areas for YALE to include: continuing with the two-tier education system (literacy and numeracy 

with skills training): assessing, developing and implementing sustainable cost effective continuing 

professional development (CPD) for YALE programmes: developing innovative alternative modes of 

education provision: devising mechanisms to mitigate the growing number of out-of-school children: 

Increasing awareness of benefits of YALE through the IEC framework: and remove barriers to YALE. 

The Bridge Pro」ect also supplemented the Zambian TEVET system, which suffers from a variety of 

financial shortcomings that prevent the provision of equitable and accessible quality skills training 

GRZ support remains critical. however, as all institutions experience difficulties finding resources 

to invest sufficiently in training, equipment and maintenance. Hence, the Pro」 ect could not have 

come at a better time as the Project provided the much needed finances, paid for the teachers and 

provided for capacity building amongst the head teachers. ordinary teachers and even education 

administrators. In addition. the CLC will remain a sou 「ce of knowledge to the community as well as a 

catalyst to poverty reduction and job creation. 
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Many lessons were learnt at different levels. at facilitator level. at coordinator level. at Ministry level. 

as well as the TEVET Authority level. Among the many lessons learnt, facilitators learnt practical skills 

such as how to teach technical ideas to non-technical people, while at various levels of the Project, it 

was realized how important reading, writing and skills were in one's life; that team work is important 

1n life: that providing adult literacy to poor communities called for self-sacrifice: that anybody has 

the potential to learn as long as intrinsic motivation is there: there is a need to empower all people 

through adult literacy to reduce poverty levels and improve living standards of learners: and that if 

「esources and facilities are available. eve 「yone. regardless of age can be productive in society 

A few challenges were encountered such as delays in printing the literacy and numeracy textbooks, 

difficulties in collecting fees from the learners, and inadequate training time. Nonetheless, the Project 

was successful, and has seen stakeholders learning the implementation model and replicating it in 

other parts of the country 

The Ministry will remain indebted to the Korean Government for its support, for the good working 

relationships and networks that have been created with all the stakeholders and the good leadership 

from the Pro」ect Managers; and indeed to the Ministry Staff (MoGE/MoHE and TEVETA) and all the 

people that worked tirelessly to see the Project to fruition. 

Last but not least. gratitude goes to the traditional leaders and the communities for their 

unwavering support. 

Message from the Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
(Mr. Kwangho KIM, Secretary-General) 

Education is one of the key elements for the development of a 

count「y_ In this regard, the Bridge Zambia Project has particular 

importance, as it is designed to give access to education to 

educationally marginalized people in remote areas in Zambia. 

I would like to acknowledge the Zambia National Comm1ss1on 

for UNESCO (ZNCU)'s achievement in completing this phase 

of the Bridge Zambia Pro」 ect in such a successful way_ I 

must express my appreciation for ZNCU's professionalism 

The efforts of the Sec 「etary General, Dr: Charles Ndakala, 

and all the members of ZNCU in this joint project are truly 
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commendable. 

As the MOU between our two National Commissions for UNESCO came to an end, ZNCU will 

from now on takeover full responsibility for the Pro」 ect. At this crucial time in life of the Project, 

I am profoundly grateful to note that the Pro」 ect's stakeholde「s in Zambia. including the relevant 

government authorities and the local communities. have worked hard to develop and implement 

sustainable measures to ensure the future of the Bridge CLC. 

The Bridge Zambia Project is pa 「ticularly noteworthy for its modality of implementation. The Project 

「elies on cooperation between National Commissions for UNESCO (NatComs). This mechanism of 

cooperation between NatComs is very much in line with the fundamental purpose and functions of 

the National Commissions for UNESCO stipulated in Article I, Paragraph 4, of the Charter of National 

Commissions for UNESCO, which states that "National commissions collaborate with each other … 

in fostering regional, subregional and bilateral cooperation in education, the sciences, culture and 

information, particularly through the 」 oint formulation and execution of programmes." 

As clearly recognized in the UNESCO Constitution, NatComs are the principal partner for the 

coordination, consultation, implementation and evaluation of UNESCO p 「ogrammes in Member 

States. NatComs play the role of a bridge between government and civil society, to facilitate the 

implementation of UNESCO's ideals and tasks in the respective country and area. For these reasons. 

I am particularly happy to see the successful completion of the joint project between our two 

NatComs. I sincerely hope that the friendship forged between our two National Commissions for 

UNESCO through the Bridge Zambia Project will continue to go from strength to strength. 

I wish to express once again my sincere gratitude to all stakeholders for all the support that was 

「endered to the Bridge Zambia Project, and my special thanks to the Zambia National Commission 

for UNESCO for its strong commitment and hard work in implementing this project since its 

launching in 2010 

Thank you and my very best wishes for the future. Zikomo Kwambiri, Twalumba. 
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Annex 

1. List of the Bridge Project Volunteers and Managers 

Ms Sunhee Park Pro」ect Assistant October 2010 - April 2012 

Ms. J1eun 」 ung Pro」ect Assistant October 2010 ~ October 2012 

Mr: Hoj1n Im Pro」ect Assistant October 2010 ~ June 2014 

Ms. Gyojin 」 00 Project Assistant August 2013 ~December 2013 

Ms. Minji Wang Project Assistant May 2013 - August 2014 

Ms. Hyunjung Choi Project Manager April 2015 ~ 」 anuary 2017 

Ms. Yeoeun 」 ung Project Manager March 2017 - March 2019 

2. Interviews 

Bridge Project Manager _ Ms. Yeoeun Jung 

Q Tell me about yourself (name, age, position etc.) 

I am Yeoeun Jung, 31 years old, have been working as a project 

manager for about 2 years on the Bridge Zambia Project. 

Q How did you get involved with the Bridge Zambia 

Project? 

I studied International Relations in university and graduate 

school. Between schools, I volunteered in Cambodia and then 

worked at an NGO specializing in international coope「at1on

and development. After my graduate school, I wanted to get 

a 」 ob related to my study and career path. The Bridge Africa 

Programme is the prog 「amme that I was particula 「ly inte 「ested in, as I had heard about the project 
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from previous Bridge volunteers and other people connected with it. Especially, the Bridge Zambia 

Pro」ect has a focus on skills training, which I consider a priority, because I thought that skills training 

would be one of the most powerful ways people can make their life better and empower themselves. 

I wanted to see and learn how it works as well as contribute my ability to the Project. 

Q What do you remember most about your experience working with other national 

commissions for UNESCO in Africa in managing Bridge Zambia Project? 

In the Bridge Zambia Project. with the Zambia National Commission for UNESCO (ZNCU). there 

are many implementing partners, from relevant bodies in the Zambia Government, such as the 

Directorate of Open and Distance Education (DODE), the Technical Education, Vocational and 

Entrepreneurship Training Authority (TEVETA), the Ministry of Community Development and Social 

Welfare (ComDEV), the District Education Boards (DEB) in Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue, Mazabuka 

School for Continuing Education (MASCOE) and so on. Also, the four schools in 

Nega-nega community organized the Nega-nega CLC Management Committee to manage the 

centre and implement the Pro」ect. All parties have been very active, cooperative with each other, 

and giving the Pro」ect appropriate support within Zambia's government system. By doing so, in my 

opinion. they gave the Project one of its strengths. in that the Project is designed and operated in 

close cooperation with the system which already exists. The Project, for example, supported training 

for public teachers, to show them teaching methodologies for adult lite 「acy. Instead of finding new 

facilitators. by training public school teachers. the Project was able to use the current existing 

public school system (e.g. administration and implementation, and in some cases, even finance) in 

adult literacy class. This makes the Project easier to manage and more sustainable. This happened 

because all implementing partners have worked in harmony. 

Q Please share one successful achievement of the Bridge Zambia Project 

There are many achievements in the Project. To elaborate on some of them, one is that the Project 

is the first case of 2-tier education (both academic and vocational education) in the non-formal 

education sector: This could be an example of good practice for the other projects or organisations. 

The example of Nega-nega CLC was showcased at the International Trade Fair in 2017 and 

International Literacy Day national events in 2017 and 2018. 

In addition. the Project helps the people in the local community to improve their economic 

circumstances in a relatively short time, by providing skills training and opportunities to take national 

exams. Some of the learners, for example, got a job in a facto 「y afte 「 acquiring a national certificate, 

and others started their own business in the community with their bricklaying or tailoring skills. 

Q Comments for ZNCU and the communities in Mazabuka District 

I would like to say thank you for ZNCU and Nega-nega community, as well as DODE, TEVETA, 

ComDEV, DEB Mazabuka, Chongwe and Kafue, and MASCOE. Since we have held several meaningful 

discussions about the sustainability of Nega-nega CLC, and the other literacy centres in public 
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schools in Chongwe and Kafue Districts, at central government level, local government level 

and community level, I truly believe that all centres will sustain and continue the classes. I really 

appreciate everyone's support and efforts. 

Q Comments and suggestions for KNCU 

I thank you for giving me this opportunity to work within this pro」 ect. I have learnt a lot by 

experience in Zambia. I would really appreciate if there is a chance to gather all the people in the 

Bridge Africa Programme in one place. so that everyone can share achievements and difficulties. and 

celebrate the successful closu 「e of phase 1 of the B 「idge Africa Programme 

Q Any other additional comments about the Bridge Zambia Project. 

Nothing. 

B『idge Project Assistant _ Mr. Hojin Im 

Q Tell me about yourself (name, age, position etc.) 

Hello, 「m Hojin Im. I participated in the Bridge P 「og 「amme in 

Zambia from 2010 to early 2014. I am working as an artist 

and work with 'Modzi arts· in Zambia. Through the Bridge 

Programme, I came here to Zambia and I've stayed here for 

8 yea 「S

Q How did you get involved with the Bridge Zambia 

Project? 

In 2010, the Bridge Zambia Project was a pilot project by KNCU 

(the Korean National Commission for UNESCO). It sent young people to several African countries, 

and trained them to become local experts and promote regional development. I applied for the 

Bridge Programme as I thought it would be helpful to use my practical video-making and animation 

skills in Africa. 

At that time the project was poorly organized, and it operated by having me go to a village where 

the local NGO made me go and live with the local people in their compound. Also, the types of 

activities were really different from now 
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Even though the types of activities were not fully prepared and different from what I had thought 

they would be before, still, I remembered it as a good experience that gave me various opportunities. 

Q What most reminds you of your experience in managing the Bridge Zambia Project / 

in establishing Nega-nega Community Learning Centre? 

I haven't worked in Nega-nega town, but based on my experience (in Solobon), I remember the 

programme was meaningful. This is because it provided various oppo「tunities such as getting literacy 

education and learning techniques which can help people's lives. 

Q Please share one successful achievement that the Bridge Zambia Project has brought. 

I think the most significant achievement is the CLC provides local people with a place where they can 

learn and share life skills with others. 

Q Comments for ZNCU and the communities in Mazabuka District 

I hope you'll put a lot of effort into the management of the centre so that learners can be motivated 

to study even after the Bridge Programme ends, which eventually might give them a better future. 

Q Comments and suggestions for KNCU 

Thank you fo 「 all you 「 efforts. 

Q Any other additional comments about the Bridge Zambia Project. 

I don't think this Bridge Programme is a result of one person's effort. I believe that the outcome 

of the Bridge Programme is achieved not by the efforts of one person but by local multi-agency 

cooperation, local NGOs, and governmental organizations. 




